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Abstract
This paper proposes a new speech recognition scheme us-
ing three linguistic constraints. Multi-class composite bigram
models [1] are used in the first and second passes to reflect
word-neighboring characteristics as an extension of conven-
tional word n-gram models. Trigram models with constituent
boundary markers and word pattern models are both used in
the third pass to utilize phrasal constraints and headword co-
occurrences, respectively. These two models are made using a
training text corpus with phrase structures given by an example-
based Transfer-Driven Machine Translation (TDMT) parser [2].
Speech recognition experiments show that the new recogni-
tion scheme reduces word errors 9.50% from the conventional
scheme by using word-neighboring characteristics, that is only
the multi-class composite bigram models.

1. Introduction
In large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, word n-
gram models are widely and effectively used as language mod-
els. However, they can represent only local constraints within a
few successive words and lack the ability to capture the global
structures of sentences. Trigger models have been proposed to
cope with these weaknesses [3]. They can model word co-
occurrence characteristics. S. Zhang et al. also proposed a
solution called Linkgram [4]. This model has word pairs ex-
tracted from parse trees, and it can represent syntactic relations
between word pairs. The constraints, however, are weak for the
global structures of sentences. Chelba and Jelinek proposed a
method using a parser [5]. They used a stochastic parser itself as
a language model. This language model has powerful syntactic
constraints, but requires a lot of calculations.

To represent phrasal structures, we propose two kinds of
language models using a parser. The first one is an n-gram
model including phrase-level constraints, and the second one is
a word pattern model extracted from parse trees. The parser that
we use is a constituent boundary parser developed for example-
based machine translation at ATR. It is called Transfer-Driven
Machine Translation (TDMT). With TDMT, a sentence is ana-
lyzed into content words and boundary words to represent the
sentence structure. The boundary words include both func-
tion words and markers inserted between successive content
words. The boundary words represent relations among con-
tent words. We create the n-gram models with boundary mark-
ers from these analyzed sentences to utilize phrasal constraints.
Furthermore, we use word patterns extracted from parse trees.
The word pattern models include not only phrasal constraints
but also neighboring phrasal constraints, which appear as syn-
tactic long-distant constraints between words. Because head-
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words can represent syntactic relations between neighboring
phrases, and word patterns include headwords, the combination
of these language models can represent phrasal structured con-
straints, and word pattern models are better than trigger models
because a word pattern has more than two words, and includes
much more syntactic structures. These features are especially
suitable for spontaneous speech. Furthermore, these language
models do not require a lot of calculations because analyzing
boundary marker words does not require a lot of calculations,
and parsing is not needed to use the word pattern models for
recognition.

In this paper, we describe these new language models in
Section 2. In Section 3, we apply these new models for the task
of speech recognition of ATR travel dialogues in Japanese.

2. New language models reflected by
phrasal constraints

We propose new language models to make phrasal constraints.
First, we describe training and recognition schemes. Second,
we describe the constituent boundary parsing to obtain phrase-
level structures. Furthermore, we explain how to extract word
patterns from parse trees to obtain phrase structures and head-
word co-occurrences, and define the probabilities of the new
language models.

2.1. Training and recognition schemes

Figure 1 shows the proposed training and recognition schemes.
Three types of language models are made in the training
scheme. First, multi-class composite bigram models are made
from the original training database. These models are used for
the first and second passes in the recognition process. Second,
boundary markers are inserted into the sentences. In addition,
some words in the sentences are combined, or divided for trans-
lation convenience. Following these steps, trigram models are
made from this modified training database. Obviously, these
trigram models include boundary markers. Furthermore, parse
trees are made by the parser, and word pattern models are ex-
tracted from these parse trees.

In the recognition process, before the third pass search,
boundary markers are inserted into the N-best candidates or a
word lattice from the second pass. In the third pass search,
these inputs are rescored by both trigram models with bound-
ary markers and word pattern models. The parser is not needed
to apply word pattern models into the candidates. The decoder
only searches for word pattern models for some word patterns
included in a target word history. Then, matched word patterns
are used for rescoring.
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Figure 1: Training and recognition schemes. Speech recogni-
tion using three linguistic constraints.

2.2. Constituent boundary parsing

As a parser of spoken-language translation, ATR proposed a
method called constituent boundary parsing which uses pattern
matching on the surface form [2]. Constituent boundary pars-
ing consistently describes the syntactic structures of various ex-
pressions with surface patterns consisting of variables and con-
stituent boundary words. These variables are content words and
phrases. The constituent boundary words are function words
and part-of-speech bigram markers. To parse sentences by ana-
lyzing only surface patterns, part-of-speech bigram markers are
inserted into content words by using part-of-speech tags and
some rules before the parsing. In this paper, we call part-of-
speech bigram markers as boundary markers.

These boundary words can represent relations among words
or phrases. To represent phrase-level constraints, we use these
analyzed sentences to make n-gram models. Furthermore, this
parsing algorithm makes sentence structures using simple word
patterns with boundary words consisting of function words and
boundary markers. Each pattern represents a part of a sentence
structure, for example, a phrase level structure. Therefore, these
word patterns can represent syntactic constraints more directly
than conventional n-gram models, and we use these word pat-
terns as a language model.

We describe an example for parsing in English. For in-
stance, the expression “go to Kyoto” in English is divided into
two constituents “go” and “Kyoto,” and the preposition “to” can
be identified as a constituent boundary word. Therefore, in pars-
ing “go to Kyoto,” the pattern “X to Y” is used, which has two
variables X and Y, and a constituent boundary “to.” The expres-
sion “I go” can be divided into two constituents “I” and “go.”
However, it has no surface word that divides the expression into
two constituents. In this case, a boundary marker is introduced
as a constituent boundary. “I” and “go” are a pronoun and a
verb, respectively, so the marker “pronoun-verb” is inserted as
a boundary marker, “I <pronoun-verb> go.” Accordingly, “I
go” comes to have the structure in Figure 2(a), and “I go to Ky-
oto” comes to have the structure in Figure 2(b).

This method is language independent and can be applied
to Japanese. In Japanese, function words are often omitted, es-

(a)

X <pronoun-verb> Y

I go

(b)

I X to Y

go Kyoto

X <pronoun-verb> Y

…. Function words or boundary markers.

Figure 2: Structures of (a) “I go” and (b) “I go to Kyoto.” (a)
The marker<pronoun-verb> is inserted between “I” and “go,”
and the structure is a pattern “X <pronoun-verb> Y.” (b) An
example structure is made by patterns “X <pronoun-verb>Y”
and “X to Y.”

iku

[Head= iku ]

X ha Y

watashi X  he  Y

Kyoto

(a) “watashi ha Kyoto he iku”

[Head= iku ]

X <pronoun-> Y

watashi

iku

X  he  Y

Kyoto

(b) “watashi, Kyoto he iku”
⇒ “watashi <pronoun-> Kyoto 

he iku”

…. Function words or boundary markers.

Figure 3: Structures of example Japanese sentences. These
structures are constructed by (a) patterns “X ha Y” and “X he
Y” and (b) patterns “X <pronoun-> Y” and “X he Y,” respec-
tively.

pecially in the case of spontaneous speech. To deal with such
cases, boundary markers are inserted into places where function
words are omitted. Therefore, the parser can make structures
by analyzing only surface patterns. Accordingly, this parsing
method is effective for spoken languages.

For example, Figure 3(a) shows a parse tree of “watashi
ha Kyoto he iku,” which means “I go to Kyoto” in English.
In Japanese spontaneous speech, this sentence may become
“watashi, Kyoto he iku.” The function word “ha” is removed in
this case. In Japanese, function words are sometimes omitted,
especially for spontaneousspeech. To cope with such problems,
the parser first inserts a boundary marker between “watashi”
and “Kyoto,” like “watashi <pronoun-> Kyoto he iku.” Sec-
ond, it extracts a structure like that in Figure 3(b). Therefore,
the same structure as (a) is obtained even if some function words
are omitted.

This parser also converts words by, for example, combina-
tion, division, or normalization.

2.3. Extraction of word patterns

Each sub-tree in these parse trees includes content words, func-
tion words, markers, and headwords. We define the words in a
sub-tree as a set of word pattern features. Figure 4 shows how
word patterns are extracted for an example sentence in English.
A level 1 word pattern is defined as a set of words included in
one sub-tree. In this figure, the upper sub-tree has three words
as “I,” “<pronoun-verb>,” and “go.” The probability of this
word set is defined asP (gojI;< pronoun�verb >). Because
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Word Pattern (Level 1):
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Word Pattern (Level 2):

Figure 4: Word pattern extraction for an example sentence.

the word order is kept, this word set keeps the sub-tree structure
as is, and has a relation for the neighboring phrases by includ-
ing the headword “go.” A level 2 word pattern is defined as a
set of words included in two contiguous sub-trees. The proba-
bility is defined as P (KyotojI;< pronoun� verb >; go; to)
in this example. Level 2 patterns have longer word sequences
than level 1 patterns. Therefore, pattern models at level 2 have
more constraints than at level 1. The number of words included
in a word pattern model is variable; an average of two or three
words for a level 1 pattern, five or six words for a level 2 pattern.
In addition, both level 1 and level 2 patterns can be merged, and
can be used at once.

2.4. Definitions of proposed language models

The probability of a word pattern model is defined as an n-gram
probability,

P (hijhi�N+1; : : : ; hi�1) =
C(hi�N+1; : : : ; hi�1; hi)P
hi
C(hi�N+1; : : : ; hi�1; hi)

;

(1)
where C(hi�N+1; : : : ; hi) is the frequency of word pattern
fhi�N+1; : : : ; hig with N words in the training data. These
words are not necessarily contiguous. The word h i means any
kind of word, e.g., a content word, a headword, a function word,
or a boundary marker. The numerator is the frequency of the
target pattern, and the denominator is the frequency of patterns
having the same left context as the target pattern.

One word in a sentence usually has some word patterns in-
cluded in the word pattern models extracted from the training
data. We define the pattern probability for the current word wi

as follows:

Ppattern(wijW
i�1
1 ) =

1

Np

X

wp

Ppattern(wijwp); (2)

wherewp denotes a word pattern included in the word history,
andWi�1

1 = fw1; w2; : : : ; wi�1g. Np is the number of word
patterns for the current word. This equation means an average
of probabilities.

Next, we define a probability combined with an n-gram
probability with boundary markers and a word pattern proba-
bility.

P (wijW
i�1
1 ) = � � Ppattern(wijW

i�1
1 ) (3)

+ (1� �) � Ptrigram(wijwi�2; wi�1);

where Ppattern is a probability of word patterns defined in
Equation (2), Ptrigram is a trigram probability with boundary
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Figure 5: Test set perplexities by trigram models with boundary
markers, word pattern models (level 1), (level 2), (level 1&2),
the baseline model, and linkgram models for each word pattern
model weight �.

markers, and � is a constant. This is an ordinary definition by
interpolation.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental conditions

Experiments were carried out using the proposed language
models for the Japanese travel dialogues in the ATR sponta-
neous speech database [6]. For the acoustic models, gender de-
pendent HMMs with 1,403 states and ten Gaussian mixtures per
state were made by the ML-SSS algorithm [7]. For the language
training set, we used 7,195 one-side dialogues which included
1:6�106 words. The vocabulary size in the set was 16,355. For
the test set, we used one side of 42 dialogues with 5,880 words
that were not included in the training set.

After boundary markers were inserted and some words
were modified by parsing, the training set had 1:2� 10 6 words,
and the test set had 5,353 words that included 676 boundary
markers. The number of different kinds of boundary markers
was 98. Using the parsed training set, 5:8�104 trigram models
were obtained. As word pattern models, we extracted 4:4�10 4

level 1 patterns and 5:3� 104 level 2 patterns from parse trees.
In addition, we made a combination set of level 1 and 2 patterns.
This pattern set had 8:7� 104 patterns.

The multi-class composite bigram models [1] were used as
the baseline language models. Hereafter, they are referred to as
“Baseline.” These models are classified word n-grams and use
composite words. Their word accuracy performance is equal to
or better than conventional word trigram models [8].

Furthermore, S. Zhang et al. [4] used the Maximum En-
tropy algorithm, but it was not used in this paper for compar-
ison. Since the linkgram models were word-pair models, both
function words and boundary markers were deleted from word
patterns, and the obtained word-pairs were defined as linkgram
models. 6:1� 103 pairs were obtained.
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Table 1: Test set perplexities, perplexity reduction rates, word accuracy rates, and error reduction rates.
Perplexity Error
Reduction Word Reduction

� Perplexity Rates [%] Accuracy [%] Rates [%]

Baseline – 20.79 – 87.05 –

Trigram with
boundary markers – 15.91 23.45 88.12 8.26
Pattern (Level 1) 0.10 14.88 28.45 88.22 9.03
Pattern (Level 2) 0.06 14.73 29.17 88.28 9.50
Pattern (Level 1&2) 0.06 14.86 28.53 88.28 9.50

Linkgram 0.10 14.85 28.56 88.18 9.03

3.2. Experimental results

3.2.1. Perplexity

Figure 5 shows test set perplexities for various values of con-
stant �. The term “Baseline” denotes the baseline models, and
“Trigram with boundary markers” means the trigram models
with bigram markers. “Pattern (Level 1)” denotes the combi-
nation of the level 1 pattern models and trigram models with
boundary markers. “Pattern (Level 2)” and “Pattern (Level
1&2),” mean the combination of level 2 pattern models and tri-
gram models with boundary markers, and the combination of
level 1, level 2 pattern models, and trigram models with bound-
ary markers, respectively.

Although it is difficult to compare “Baseline” with the other
models in the perplexity results, the trend of the perplexity per-
formance is the same as that of the word accuracy performances.
Therefore, it is reasonable to compare them in the perplexity
results. The perplexity improvements from “Baseline” were
23.45% for “Trigram with boundary markers,” 28.45% for “Pat-
tern (Level 1),” 34.02% for “Pattern (Level 2),” and 28.94% for
“Pattern (Level 1&2).” “Pattern (Level 2)” obtained the best
performance among these models. The long word patterns of
“Pattern (Level 2)” are more effective than the other word pat-
terns. The linkgram models were almost the same as “Pattern
(Level 1)” and “Pattern (Level 1&2)” for optimal �s. These
models were slightly better than “Pattern (Level 1)” and “Pat-
tern (Level 1&2)” for larger pattern model weights. This is be-
cause linkgram models just have word-pairs, and they are ro-
bust, while pattern models have more than two word sets, which
might corrupt the performance if the pattern weight is too large.

3.2.2. Word accuracy

Table 1 shows test set perplexities, perplexity reduction rates,
word accuracy rates, and error reduction rates for optimal �s.
The optimal �s were different from the �s for the best perplex-
ities, especially for “Pattern (Level 2).” First, using “Trigram
with boundary markers,” an 8.26% error reduction rate was ob-
tained. This showed that it is useful to analyze and to include
constituent boundary words into a language model. Second, the
word pattern models were found to be slightly better than the tri-
gram models with boundary markers. The combination of these
models produced the best result in this experiment, which was a
9.50% error reduction rate. The word pattern models were also
better than the linkgram models. Although the linkgram mod-
els could represent relations between long distance words, the
word pattern models had stronger syntactic constraints.

The improvements by the word pattern models were not so
large. This is because the evaluation sentences were too short
at 9.6 words per sentence, while the training sentences had 13.9
words per sentence. Therefore, the word pattern models will be

more effective for longer sentences.
Furthermore, the errors of some function words were re-

duced by these new language models. Since most function
words are short, their acoustic reliabilities are sometimes not
so that high. However, the local syntactic constraints of the
proposed language models are especially effective for function
words.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed a new speech recognition scheme using three
linguistic constraints. To extract phrase structures, the proposed
language models, i.e., n-gram models with boundary words and
word pattern models, are made by using the parser of TDMT.
These new language models can represent phrasal structures.
Furthermore, since the word pattern models have headword co-
occurrences, they have neighboring phrasal constraints. Exper-
imental results show that the new recognition scheme reduces
word errors 9.50% from the conventional scheme by using word
neighboring characteristics only.
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